normally I find hard to swallow, but in this case I found 113
it easy not to take offense since the vice-consul considered
all writers to be journalists. He pressed a button and very
sententiously commanded the maid to go to the library
and find him a copy of the book he had written on Crete.
He confessed that he had never written a book before but,
owing to the general state of ignorance and confusion re-
garding Crete in the mind of the average tourist, he had
deemed it incumbent upon him to put down what he
knew about his adopted land in more or less eternal fash-
ion. He admitted that Sir Arthur Evans had expressed it
all in unimpeachable style but then there were little
things, trifles by comparison of course, which a work of
that scope and .grandeur could not hope to encompass.
He spoke in this pompous, ornate, highly fatuous way
about his masterpiece. He said that a journalist like my-
self would be one of the few to really appreciate what he
had done for the cause of Crete et cetera. He handed me
the book to glance at. He handed it over as if it were the
Gutenberg Bible. I took one glance and realized imme-
diately that I Was dealing with one of the "popular mas-
ters of reality," a blood-brother to the man who had
painted "A Rendezvous with the Soul." He inquired in
a pseudo-modest way if the English were all right, be-
cause English was not his native tongue. The implication
was that if he had done it in Greek it would be beyond
criticism. I asked him politely where I might hope to
obtain a copy of this obviously extraordinary work where-
.upon he informed me that if I came*to his office in the
morning he would bestow one upon me as a gift, as a
memento of this illustrious occasion which had culmi-
nated in. the meeting of two minds thoroughly attuned
to the splendors of the past This was only* the begin-
ning of a cataract of flowery horse shit which I had to,
swallow before going through the .motions of saying

